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Corvallis, Oregon 97331 
 
 
Dear Oregon FFA Members, 
 
I am proud to announce my candidacy for the 2012-2013 Oregon State FFA Officer 
election.  
 
“If it weren’t for the optimist, the pessimist wouldn’t know how good off he wasn’t.” 
~Anonymous. Optimism is a huge part of my life, and I have used this idea to my 
advantage through every challenge I tackle. Whether it’s working hard to get my 
paperwork done for the Job Interview CDE, or getting up on stage and singing Taylor 
Swift in front of three thousand kids at the hypnotist show during state convention. I love 
to laugh at myself and always try to look at life with a “glass half full” attitude! 
 
As a freshman, I quickly found a new passion through the FFA. Mrs. Dickenson helped 
me to attain a National FFA SAE Grant, thus enabling me to start my very own 
greenhouse production. After one season, my business was thriving and many people 
were pre-ordering for the following year. Sadly, soon after my entrepreneurship began, it 
quickly withered due to a massive windstorm that destroyed my greenhouse. But, through 
optimism and hard work, I redirected, changed my goals and began a new SAE project in 
beef production.  I have to say this was the most rewarding activity I have ever 
participated in in my life. You see, even if something as horrible as a re-enactment of the 
Wizard of Oz happens to your greenhouse, you can find a new direction, through 
optimism and sheer perseverance. Having things go wrong, as they sometimes do is just 
part of life, but only you can allow these hardships to either bring you down or lift you 
up. I believe that everything happens for a reason, and that all you have to do is look at 
the “half full” side of your situation.  
 
Now, as a high school senior and a candidate to be a State FFA Officer, I hope to 
encourage and affect others with my optimism. I look forward to many upcoming 
adventures in my life, and look for your support at the 2012 State FFA Convention in 
Hermiston, Oregon!  
 
 
Respectfully, 
 
 



 
 
Zechariah D. Hintz 


